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Abstract—Dynamic Network Embedding (DNE) has recently
attracted considerable attention due to the advantage of network
embedding in various fields and the dynamic nature of many
real-world networks. An input dynamic network to DNE is often
assumed to have smooth changes over snapshots, which however
would not hold for all real-world scenarios. It is natural to ask
if existing DNE methods can perform well for an input dynamic
network without smooth changes. To quantify it, an index called
Degree of Changes (DoCs) is suggested so that the smaller DoCs
indicates the smoother changes. Our comparative study shows
several DNE methods are not robust enough to different DoCs
even if the corresponding input dynamic networks come from the
same dataset, which would make these methods unreliable and
hard to use for unknown real-world applications. To propose an
effective and more robust DNE method, we follow the notion of
ensembles where each base learner adopts an incremental SkipGram embedding model. To further boost the performance, a
simple yet effective strategy is designed to enhance the diversity
among base learners at each timestep by capturing different levels
of local-global topology. Extensive experiments demonstrate the
superior effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method
compared to state-of-the-art DNE methods, as well as the benefits
of special designs in the proposed method and its scalability.
Index Terms—Dynamic Network Embedding, Streaming
Graph Data, Degree of Changes, Robustness, Ensembles

I. I NTRODUCTION
ETWORK embedding (a.k.a. network or graph representation learning) has been widely applied to various fields
such as social networks, biological networks, telecommunication networks, knowledge graphs, and drug discovery [1]–
[5]. Most previous network embedding methods are designed
for static networks, while the real-world networks are often
dynamic by nature [6]–[8], namely dynamic networks in which
edges and/or nodes may be added and/or deleted at each
snapshot of a dynamic network. Due to the dynamic nature
of many real-world networks and the advantage of network
embedding in various fields, Dynamic Network Embedding
(DNE) has recently attracted considerable attention. DNE aims
to efficiently learn node embeddings for each current network
snapshot at each timestep by preserving network topology
using current and historical knowledge, so that the latest
embeddings can facilitate various downstream tasks.
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A dynamic network in terms of a series of snapshots (graph
streams) is often assumed to have smooth changes [9]–[16],
which serves as the input to DNE. However, the assumption
of smooth changes over snapshots would not hold for all realworld scenarios. It is natural to ask if existing DNE methods
can perform well for an input dynamic network without
smooth changes. To quantify the smoothness of changes, we
suggest an index called Degree of Changes (DoCs)1 , which
describes the average number of streaming edges between
consecutive snapshots spanning a dynamic network. Note that,
DoCs might be a way to quantify and rank the smoothness of
changes for different dynamic networks. And the smaller DoCs
corresponds to the smoother changes.
The DoCs of an input dynamic network depends on not
only the nature of a network (e.g., a citation network versus
an email network) but also how we preprocess it (e.g., 10
streaming edges per timestep versus 100 streaming edges
per timestep). The existing general-purpose DNE methods
are usually benchmarked on several network datasets, each
of which is preprocessed by one special slicing setting that
leads to a dynamic network with a special DoCs. However,
the dynamic network with the special DoCs might not really
fit the real-world requirement (e.g., it may require a smaller
DoCs to update embeddings more frequently, or a larger DoCs
to reduce the updating frequency). It remains unclear whether
DNE methods can still perform well for the dynamic network
with a different DoCs due to a different slicing setting on the
same dataset. This motivates us to investigate the robustness
of DNE to different input dynamic networks with different
DoCs, especially when they come from the same dataset2 .
Although there have existed quite a few DNE works [9]–
[29], they have not considered the effect of different DoCs
of an input dynamic network to DNE methods. As a result,
these methods might not be robust enough to different DoCs
even if the corresponding input dynamic networks come from
the same dataset, which is shown in our comparative study.
However, the robustness of DNE to different DoCs is a
desirable characteristic, as this would improve the reliability
and usability of the DNE method while applying it to unknown
real-world applications. To this end, we aim to propose an
effective and more robust (w.r.t. DoCs) DNE method.
Concretely, the proposed method follows the notion of
ensembles where the base learner adopts an incremental SkipGram neural embedding approach. Furthermore, a simple yet
1 The DoCs here is a global index to quantify the smoothness of changes
of a dynamic network over all snapshots or timesteps.
2 We can more fairly compare and rank the smoothness of changes of
dynamic networks using DoCs if they are generated from the same dataset.

effective strategy is designed to enhance the diversity among
base learners at each timestep by capturing different levels
of local-global topology using random walks with different
restart probabilities. Intuitively, the diversity enhanced ensembles encourage the base learners to learn from more diverse
perspectives, such that it is more likely to have a part of (not
necessarily all) base learners producing good embeddings at
each timestep. The diversity enhanced ensembles therefore
provide a better redundancy design to handle uncertainties
(e.g., requiring different DoCs for different tasks) in generating
a dynamic network and its time-evolving topological changes
over snapshots of a dynamic network.
The contributions are as follows:
• An index called DoCs is suggested to quantify the smooth
changes of a dynamic network. We then investigate the
robustness of DNE to different input dynamic networks
with different DoCs, especially when they are generated
from the same dataset. The comparative study reveals that
the existing DNE methods are not robust enough to DoCs,
and might not always prefer an input dynamic network
with the smaller DoCs, i.e., the smoother changes, which
is often assumed in existing DNE works.
• An effective and more robust DNE method is proposed
via the ensembles of incremental Skip-Gram embedding
models at each timestep. To further boost the performance, we also propose a simple yet effective strategy
to enhance the diversity among base learners by capture
different levels of local-global topology.
• The comparative study also demonstrates the superior
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method
compared to six state-of-the-art DNE methods. The ablation study and parameter sensitivity analysis confirm the
benefits of special designs such as the ensemble design
and the diversity enhancement strategy. The scalability
test verifies our theoretical complexity analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the literature of DNE methods and distinguishes the
proposed method from them. Section III formulates the DNE
problem, describes the DNE method in details, and analyzes
the complexity of the DNE algorithm. Section IV presents the
experimental settings including benchmark datasets, compared
methods, and evaluation protocol. The experimental results
of comparative study, ablation study, parameter sensitivity,
and scalability test are discussed in Section V. Section VI
concludes the paper and points out potential future works.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Most existing DNE methods are developed based on Static
Network Embedding (SNE) methods. For SNE methods, there
have been several good surveys [1]–[5]. In general, SNE
methods can be divided into four main categories. First, the
Matrix Factorization (MF) based approach [30], [31] encodes
the desirable topological information into an n-by-n matrix,
and then employs matrix factorization techniques to keep the
top-d eigenvectors, which finally form the output embedding
matrix. Second, the Auto-Encoder (AE) based approach [32],
[33] also encodes the desirable topological information into an
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Fig. 1. A toy example. The five input dynamic networks G1,...,G5 with
different Degree of Changes (DoCs), constructed from the same dataset, are
respectively fed to a DNE method and then evaluated by a downstream task.
We could regard DoCs for G1,...,G5 as 1, 2, (3+2)/2=2.5, 4, 3 respectively.
Despite the method 2 (in blue triangular) not always achieving the best, it
may still be preferred due to its good effectiveness and robustness.

n-by-n matrix, and then feeds each row of input matrix to an
auto-encoder for training. The middle layer of the trained autoencoder gives output embeddings. Third, the Skip-Gram (SG)
based approach [34], [35] encodes the desirable topological
information via a sampling strategy (e.g., random walkers)
into node sequences. The node sequences can be treated
as the network language, so that the Skip-Gram embedding
model [36] can be adopted for learning node embeddings.
And fourth, the Graph Convolution (GC) based approach [37],
[38] defines node neighbors for each node by the first order
proximity. For each node, node attributes are aggregated based
on its neighbors so as to train a shared parametric mapping
function. The trained function is finally used to infer node
embeddings. Next, we review DNE based on the categories
and methodologies of SNE.
MF based DNE. The key challenge is how to update
previous factorization results based on the difference between
current and previous input matrices. [11], [17] employ the
matrix perturbation theory to resolve the challenge; [10] additionally considers the dynamic changes of node attributes;
and [12] discovers the accumulated error of such incrementally
updating mechanism and discusses when to restart the matrix
factorization from scratch. Unlike these works, [9] and [18]
iteratively minimize the reconstruction error of the current
input matrix using previous factorization results (as a good
initialization) for the faster convergence.
AE based DNE. One key challenge is how to fit the architecture of an Auto-Encoder for the current input matrix. When
there is a new node leading to the increasing dimensionality
of current input matrix, one neuron should be added to the
first layer of the Auto-Encoder so as to make it runnable.
[16] proposes a heuristic strategy to adjust the Auto-Encoder
to handle the challenge. [13], [17], [19] also adopt an AutoEncoder to incrementally learn node embeddings. But these
works do not adjust the architecture of the Auto-Encoder and
hence, they need to fix the node size in advance.
SG based DNE. The key challenge is how to generate
appropriate training samples to continuously train the Skip-
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Gram model. [14], [21], [22], [24] determine most affected
nodes based on the changes between current and previous
snapshots, and then employ a sampling strategy to generate
the training samples related to the most affected nodes. [23]
additionally considers inactive subnetworks, i.e., no change
occurs for several timesteps, and generates training samples for
the inactive subnetworks to better preserve the global topology.
GC based DNE. Unlike above three categories, some SNE
methods in this category, e.g., [38] can be directly applied
to DNE problem as they aim to learn a shared parametric
mapping function, which can be treated as a stacked deep
neural network where the number of neurons in the first layer
is the dimensionality of node attributes. Therefore, there is no
need to modify the neural network architecture even if there
is a new node. It worth noticing that [25]–[28] additionally
employ the attention mechanism or Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) to capture the temporal dependency.
Moreover, some DNE methods might not be solely classified
into one of the above four categories. For instance, [29]
applies a SNE method to obtain node embeddings at each
timestep, and then feeds them sequentially to an RNN to
capture the temporal dependency. [15] considers the triadic
closure process, social homophily, and temporal smoothness
in the objective function, and then optimizes it based on the
existing edges of each snapshot.
Unlike the above DNE methods (for embedding a discretetime dynamic network), [39] takes the input of edge streams
(for embedding a continuous-time dynamic network), and
defines a temporal awareness random walk sampling strategy
to generate training samples for continuously training the SkipGram model. Other works about continuous-time dynamic
network embedding can be found in the survey [8].
The proposed method, which takes snapshots as the input
and Skip-Gram embedding approach as the base learner of
ensembles, belongs to SG based DNE. But distinguished from
existing works, this work aims to propose a more robust DNE
method w.r.t. DoCs, and introduces the ensembles to DNE to
improve its effectiveness and robustness.
III. T HE P ROPOSED M ETHOD
A. Notations and Definitions
Definition 1: A Static Network. G(V, E) denotes a static
network where V = {v1 , ..., vn } is a set of nodes; V × V 7→ E
gives a set of edges; and |V| and |E| indicates the size of each
set. The adjacency matrix is denoted as A ∈ R|V|×|V| where
Aij is the weight of edge eij ; if Aij 6= 0, the edge eij ∈ E;
and if Aij = 0, there is no edge between vi and vj .
Definition 2: Static Network Embedding (SNE). Given a
static network G(V, E), SNE aims to find a mapping f :
V 7→ Z where Z ∈ R|V|×d is the output embedding matrix
with a set of node embeddings; each row vector Zi ∈ Rd
corresponds to node vi in V; and d  |V| is the user-specified
embedding dimensionality. The objective is to best preserve
network topology while learning node embeddings.
Definition 3: A Dynamic Network. G = {G0 , G1 , ..., Gt , ...}
denotes the snapshots of a dynamic network at each timestep
(i.e., graph streams). Each snapshot Gt (V t , E t ) is indeed a
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static network at timestep t. For a dynamic network, new nodes
would come with new edges, and so this work only considers
new edges but allows new nodes to occur.
Definition 4: Degree of Changes (DoCs). The DoCs is
defined as the average number of streaming edges between
consecutive snapshots spanning a dynamic network. Concretely, as the toy example shown in Figure 1, the DoCs
for G1,...,G5 is (1*7)/7=1, (2*3)/3=2, (3+2)/2=2.5, 4/1=4, and
3/1=3 respectively. Although other definitions could exist, the
definition here might be the straightforward one.
Definition 5: Dynamic Network Embedding (DNE). Given
a dynamic network G = {G0 , ..., Gt } with the latest snapshot
Gt (V t , E t ), DNE aims to find a mapping f t : V t 7→ Zt where
t
Zt ∈ R|V |×d is the output embedding matrix with a set of
node embeddings at timestep t; each row vector Zti ∈ Rd
corresponds to node vi in V t ; and d is the user-specified
embedding dimensionality. The objective is to best preserve
network topology and its dynamics into Zt , so that the latest
node embeddings in Zt can help various downstream tasks
achieve good effectiveness.
Besides the effectiveness of DNE for a certain DoCs of an
input dynamic network, this work also considers its robustness
(i.e., a small standard deviation or variance of effectiveness)
across different DoCs especially when the corresponding input
dynamic networks are generated from the same dataset, as the
toy example illustrated in Figure 1.
B. Method Description
The proposed method is termed as Skip-Gram based
Ensembles Dynamic Network Embedding (SG-EDNE). It consists of four key components: Skip-Gram embedding approach,
incremental learning paradigm, ensembles, and diversity enhancement as the overview illustrated in Figure 2.
1) Skip-Gram Embedding: A Skip-Gram embedding approach, an efficient neural network model [40], acts as the
basic building block of the proposed method for learning
node embeddings. At each current timestep t, the Skip-Gram
Negative Sampling (SGNS) embedding model [23], [35] is
adopted to learn node embeddings3 , given the node sequences
that capture desirable network topology (how to generate node
sequences is presented in Section III-B4).
Specifically, a sliding window with length s + 1 + s is
employed to slide along each node sequence, so as to generate
a series of positive node-pair samples by (vcenter , vcenter+i ),
i ∈ [−s, +s] and i 6= 0. In this way, the desirable network
topology captured in node sequences (see Section III-B4) is
now encoded into node co-occurrence (vc , vi ) statistics in Dt .
We then maximize the log probability of node co-occurrence
over all positive samples in Dt , i.e.,
X
max
log P (vi | vc )
(1)
t
(vc ,vi )∈D

3 The reasons of using Skip-Gram rather than other embedding approaches
are as follows. While extending SNE to DNE approaches, first, the matrix
factorization based and auto-encoder based approaches often require to set a
fixed number of nodes in advance [9], [11], [13], [20], and hence are hard to
handle unlimited new nodes. Second, the performance of graph convolution
based approach [37], [38] largely depends on the node attributes, which is out
of the consideration of this work. Third, the Skip-Gram based approach has
been shown to be not only effective but also efficient to DNE [14], [21]–[24],
and can easily handle node additions and deletions [23].
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Fig. 2. The overview of proposed method. At each timestep, multiple base learners (e.g., here are three) achieve ensembles. The base learner follows a
Skip-Gram embedding approach. Between consecutive timesteps, each base learner inherits its previous base learner obeying an incremental learning paradigm.
To enhance the diversity among base learners, random walk with restart using different restart probabilities is adopted to capture different levels of local-global
topology (around the affected nodes by streaming edges). Embeddings from each base learner are concatenated and rescaled before downstream tasks.

where vc is the center node, and vi is its nearby node with
1 ∼ s orders proximity to vc .
To define P (vi | vc ), it can be treated a binary classification
problem [41]. Specifically, at timestep t, each positive sample
(vc , vi ) ∈ Dt is distinguished from q negative samples
(vc , vi0 )s where vi0 is drawn from a unigram distribution
t
PDt [41]. We then have P (B = 1 | vc , vi ) = σ(Ztc · Z0 i )
for observing a positive node-pair sample, and P (B = 0 |
t
t
vc , vi0 ) = 1 − σ(Ztc · Z0 i0 ) = σ(−Ztc · Z0 i0 ) for observing a
negative node-pair sample. For all positive samples in Dt and
their corresponding q negative samples, the objective is
X
t
{log σ(Ztc · Z0 i )
maxt
t
t
0
(v
,v
)∈D
c i
Z ,Z
(2)
Xq
t
0t
+
E
[log
σ(−Z
·
Z
0 )]}
v
∼P
0
t
c
i
i
D
0
i =1

where σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)); operator · denotes a dot
product between vectors; and Ztc ∈ Rd is the embedding vector
from row c of the trainable embedding matrix Zt (between
input and middle layers a.k.a. a project layer [36], and Zt
t
serves as DNE output after training), while Z0 i ∈ Rd and
0t
d
Z i0 ∈ R are the embedding vector from column i or i0
t
of another trainable matrix Z0 (between middle and output
layers) [42]. Eq. (2) is optimized by stochastic gradient ascent
over Dt to learn these trainable embeddings. Intuitively, the
more frequency two nodes co-occur in Dt , the closer or more
similar their embeddings would be.
Note that, if the above approach only considers the snapshot
at each timestep, i.e., treating as a static network embedding
problem Zt = f t (Gt ) at each timestep, we then need to retrain
it from scratch at each timestep, which is time-consuming and
cannot make use of historically learned knowledge.
2) Incremental Learning: The incremental learning
paradigm is employed to avoid retraining from scratch for
better efficiency and exploit historically learned knowledge
for better effectiveness. To further improve efficiency, we
consider one step back learned knowledge in input to middle

t−1

layer Zt−1 and in middle to output layer Z0
which are
indeed the weights of SGNS neural network model, one step
back snapshot Gt−1 , and current snapshot Gt . Formally, the
incremental Skip-Gram based DNE is
Zt = f t (Gt , Gt−1 , Zt−1 , Z0

t−1

)

(3)

t

where trainable embeddings Zt and Z0 in the neural network
t−1
model f t are copied from its one step back Zt−1 and Z0
t−1
t
t−1
in f
(or denoted as f ← f ) as the initialization before
training. After training by Eq. (2), we can take out the updated
embedding matrix Zt as the output of DNE at t.
It is worth noting that, Eq. (3) holds for t > 0 (online), and
the latest two consecutive snapshots Gt and Gt−1 provide the
latest dynamics of streaming edges ∆E t (or given directly)
which yields affected nodes ∆V t (see Figure 2). When t = 0
(offline), we have to train Z0 = f 0 (G0 ) with randomized
embeddings for all nodes in V 0 of G0 from scratch.
3) Ensembles: The ensembles have been shown useful to
incremental learning problems on Euclidean data for handling
uncertainties to improve model effectiveness and robustness
[43]–[46]. Motivated by this, we attempt to employ ensembles
to the DNE problem on graph (non-Euclidean) data.
At each timestep, we separately train several base learners
of the incremental Skip-Gram based DNE model in Eq. (3)
using the objective function in Eq. (2) respectively. The
objective function of the ensembles at each timestep t becomes
XM
m=1

{
+

max
Ztm ,Z0 tm
Xq
i0 =1

X
t
(vc ,vi )∈Dm

t

[ log σ(Ztm,c · Z0 m,i )

Evi0 ∼PDt [log σ(−Ztm,c
m

(4)
·

t
Z0 m,i0 )]

]}

t
where the number of models to train is M ; Dm
is the training
samples for base model m; and the output embedding matrix
t
0 t−1
for base model m is Ztm = fm
(Gt , Gt−1 , Zt−1
m , Z m ). Please
refer to Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) for other notations.
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After training, the embeddings from each base learner are
concatenated to form the unified embeddings, i.e.,
Zt = Ztm=1 ⊕ ... ⊕ Ztm=M

(5)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operator4 . Note that, we
keep the dimensionality of unified embeddings to be d, i.e.,
t
Zt ∈ R|V |×d regardless of the number of base learners M
(but d ≥ M ). To achieve that, the dimensionality for each
t
Ztm is R|V |×dm where dm takes the integer of d/M and the
reminder is added to dm if m = M .
4) Diversity Enhancement: The diversity among base learners is recognized as a key factor to improve the performance
of ensembles [43], [44], [47]. It is thus natural to enhance
diversity for further boosting the effectiveness and robustness
of the ensembles mentioned in Eq. (4).
To be more specific, we propose to enhance the diversity
t
among node sequences (and therefore training samples Dm
)
before feeding to each incremental Skip-Gram based DNE
model. The strategy to enhance the diversity is that, each base
learner adopts a different restart probability of Random Walk
with Restart (RWR) to explore a different level of local-global
topology over snapshot Gt starting from each node in ∆V t
which is affected by streaming edges at timestep t.
For the restart probability Rm , a maximum Rmax is set to
assign different restart probabilities to M base learners by
R1 , R2 , ..., RM = 0, Rmax /M, ..., (M − 1)Rmax /M

(6)

where Rmax and M are two hyper-parameters. The reason
of setting restart probabilities uniformly is that, this work
does not intend to find the optimal restart probabilities for
a specific application. But one may try nonuniform restart
probabilities for a certain real-world application. Furthermore,
we believe different restart probabilities can capture different
levels of local-global topology (see Figure 8). Considering two
extremes: for Rm = 1, RWR can only explore very limited
local neighbors around a starting node; for Rm = 0, RWR can
collect more global information from a starting node.
With Eq. (6), a RWR using Rm for model m can be used
to generate node sequences at timestep t. Concretely, for each
node in ∆V t (or V 0 if t = 0), r truncated RWRs with length
l are conducted starting from it. For each RWR, the next node
vj much jump back to the starting node (i.e., restart) if a
random number PR from a uniform distribution U [0, 1] meets
PR < Rm . Otherwise, the next node vj is sampled based on
the transition probability of its previous node vi given by
X
P (vj | vi ) = Atij /
Atij 0
(7)
t
vj 0 ∈V

where Atij is the edge weight between node vi and node vj at
timestep t, and there is no edge between them if Atij = 0.
Each base learner is trained separately to preserve a different
level of local-global topology into embeddings. To keep the
4 The output from each base learner is embeddings in our (unsupervised
learning) problem rather than a score in most supervised learning problems.
Hence, the combining strategy of the outputs of embeddings is different from
usual strategies, e.g., weighted voting of scores. Apart from concatenation, we
also tested element-wise mean, max, min, and sum over each dimension of
embeddings. The concatenation operator often obtained superior embeddings
(evaluated by downstream tasks) for d = 128 by convention [23], [34], [35].

concatenated embeddings from M base learners in the same
scale, we conduct a rescaling operation over each column5 of
Zt , which then serves as the input to downstream tasks. In this
way, the diverse local-global topological information might be
fairly preserved and used in downstream tasks.
C. Algorithm and Complexity Analysis
The workflow of proposed method SG-EDNE during online
stage (i.e., t > 0) is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that,
Section III-B1 describes L6, L8; Section III-B2 describes L1,
L7; Section III-B3 describes L2, L8, L9, L11; and Section
III-B4 describes L3, L5, L12. For offline stage (i.e., t = 0),
we still follow Algorithm 1 except that we have to train
0
Z0m = fm
(G0 ) with random parameters for all nodes in V 0
from scratch. One may also restart the algorithm after t = 0
to reduce potential accumulated errors [12]. For both online
and offline stages, one can parallelize L4-L10, as there is no
interaction among M base learners.
Algorithm 1 SG-EDNE at timestep t (online)
Input: two latest snapshots of a dynamic network Gt−1 , Gt ;
t−1
t−1
previous trained mapping functions fm=1
, ..., fm=M
;
number of base learners/models M ; max restart probability Rmax ; walks per node r; walk length l; sliding window
size s; negative samples per positive sample q; embedding
dimensionality d
t
Output: embedding matrix Zt ∈ R|V |×d
1: find affected nodes ∆V t by new edges based on Gt−1 , Gt
2: assign dimensionality dm to base learner based on d, M
3: assign restart probability Rm to base learner based on
Rmax and M by Eq. (6)
4: for base learner m=1 to M do
t
by RWR with r, l, Rm
5:
generate node sequences Seqm
starting from each node in affected nodes ∆V t
t
6:
generate training samples Dm
by SGNS with s, q
t
t−1
7:
copy trainable parameters to fm
from fm
t
t
8:
train fm using Dm by Eq. (2)
t
9:
take out Ztm from fm
10: end for
11: combine Ztm=1 ,...,Ztm=M to obtain Zt by Eq. (5)
12: rescale Zt over each column
t
t
13: return fm=1
, ..., fm=M
and Zt
The ensembles of M base learners does not increase time
complexity, as M is a small constant. Consequently, we ignore
the effect of M as well as other constants such as r, l, and d
in the following complexity analysis. During the online stage
that follows the incremental learning paradigm as described in
Algorithm 1, L5 requires O(|∆V t |), as the algorithm conducts
RWR for |∆V t | nodes using alias sampling method [35].
The complexity of L6-L9 is O(|∆V t |), since the algorithm
generates training samples and accordingly trains SGNS based
on O(|∆V t |) node sequences. Moreover, the complexity for
5 Comparing to zero mean and unit variance scaling, we found [0,1] minmax scaling obtained better results in our cases, and is thus used in this work.
The motivation of rescaling Zt over each column is that we hope all d hidden
variables/features from M base learners are fairly used in downstream tasks.
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L1, L11, and L12 is O(|V t |) respectively, while the complexity
for L2 and L3 is O(1) respectively. In summary, the overall
complexity for the online stage is O(|∆V t | + |V t |). While for
the offline stage, i.e., t = 0 or in case of restarting algorithm,
the overall complexity becomes O(|V t |), since L5-L9 are now
based on O(|V t |) node sequences.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETTINGS
A. Datasets
In this work, the independent variable to control is DoCs.
Consequently, we adopt five different slicing settings to each
dataset to generate five dynamic networks G1, ..., G5 with five
different DoCs. The statistics are presented in Table I. Given
the same dataset, the more slices often lead to the smaller
DoCs of the corresponding generated dynamic network.
All datasets6 [48], [49] are originally in edge streams and
each edge has an Unix timestamp. Because of a large volume
of experiments and some DNE methods encountering the out
of memory (OOM) issue, we take out partial edges up to
date 19951231, 20070331, and 20050331 on Co-Author, FBWall, and Wiki-Talk respectively. For other datasets, their full
datasets are used. For each dataset, five dynamic networks
are generated in the following way: 1) order edge streams by
timestamps; 2) take the first 1/5 edges to establish the initial
snapshot G0 ; 3) the rest of edges are roughly and evenly
divided into 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 slices respectively for
dynamic networks G1, G2, G3, G4, and G5; and 4) the largest
connected component, unweighted, and undirected G1 of G1
is given by G0 appending with the first slice of the 20 slices;
the G2 of G1 is given by G1 appending with the second slice
of the 20 slices; and so on.
It is worth mentioning that there is no suitable well preprocessed dynamic networks to investigate the robustness of
DNE to different DoCs. To achieve the goal, we utilize the
unified preprocessing approach above to fairly deal with each
real-world dataset, so as to generate several dynamic networks
with different DoCs for each dataset.
Apart from real-world datasets, we also prepare synthetic
datasets via the Barabási–Albert (BA) model [50] to verify the
scalability of the proposed method. The BA model is used to
generate the dynamic network such that the node degree (w.r.t.
counts) distribution obeys the power law distribution (i.e., a
scale-free network) at each timestep. Specifically, it implements the preferential attachment mechanism to successively
add a new node with mBA edges such that each edge connects
the new node with higher probability to an existing node with
larger node degree. The size of networks |VBA | grows from a
few nodes to millions of nodes. The details of scalability test
are presented and discussed in Section V-D
6 DNC-Email (http://networkrepository.com/email-dnc.php) is the email network of Democratic National Committee email leak in 2016. College-Msg
(http://snap.stanford.edu/data/CollegeMsg.html) is the messaging network of
an online social network at the University of California, Irvine. Co-Author
(http://networkrepository.com/ca-cit-HepPh.php) is the collaboration network
of authors from the papers of high energy physics phenomenology in arXiv.
FB-Wall (http://networkrepository.com/ia-facebook-wall-wosn-dir.php) is a
social network for Facebook users interacting in their wall posts. WikiTalk (http://snap.stanford.edu/data/wiki-Talk.html) is the network of registered
Wikipedia users editing in each other’s talk pages for discussions.
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TABLE I
T HE STATISTICS OF DATASETS AND GENERATED DYNAMIC NETWORKS .
DNC-Email College-Msg Co-Author FB-Wall Wiki-Talk
G1-20slices
G2-40slices
G3-60slices
G4-80slices
G5-100slices

170.4
85.2
56.8
42.6
34.1

531.7
265.8
177.2
132.9
106.3

4269.9
2135.0
1423.3
1067.5
854.0

1213.6
606.8
404.5
303.4
242.7

3951.4
1975.7
1317.1
987.9
790.3

|E|init
|E|last
|V|init
|V|last

959
4366
555
1833

3202
13835
755
1893

21298
106696
1842
4466

7420
31691
4343
10300

19602
98630
6782
31263

1
2

The upper block presents Degree of Changes (DoCs), as defined in
Definition 4, for each generated dynamic network.
The lower block shows the number of edges and nodes in the initial and
last snapshots, which should be the same for the five dynamic networks
generated from the same dataset.

B. Compared Methods
The proposed method SG-EDNE (or EDNE for short) is
compared to six state-of-the-art DNE methods. According to
the literature review in Section II, BCGD-G and BGCG-L [9]
belong to the matrix factorization based DNE; DynLINE [14],
GloDyNE [23] and SG-EDNE (this work) belong to the SkipGram based DNE; DynTriad [15] and tNEmbed [29] employ
other approaches to handle the DNE problem.
The original source codes of BCGD7 , DynLINE8 , DynTriad9 , tNEmbed10 , and GloDyNE11 are used in the experiments. In tNEmbed, the link prediction architecture is used to
obtain node embeddings, since the datasets in this work do not
have node labels. In GloDyNE, the parameter retains 0.1 by
default to balance effectiveness and efficiency. BCGD-G and
BCGD-L are two proposed algorithms in BCGD for the type 2
and 4 algorithms respectively. Regarding other parameters, we
search {1e-4,1e-3,1e-2,1e-1} for ’l’ in BCGD-G and BCGD-L;
{3e-4,3e-3,3e-2,3e-1} for ’learn-rate’ in DynLINE; {1e-3,1e2,1e-1,1} and {1e-3,1e-2,1e-1,1} for ’beta-triad’ and ’betasmooth’ in DynTraid; and {1,10,100,1000} for ’train-skip’ in
tNEmbed. We find the recommended parameters in the original
source codes obtain better results in most cases (among the
30 cases: DNC-Email and College-Msg datasets, 5 dynamic
networks per dataset, and 3 downstream tasks), and are thus
adopted for all experiments.
Without otherwise specified, for all experiments, SG-EDNE
employs following default parameters: number of base learners
M = 5 and maximum restart probability Rmax = 0.1. For the
parameters of Skip-Gram approach, we follow [23], [34], [35]
so that walks per node r, walk length l, window size s, and
negative samples q are set to 10, 80, 10, and 5 respectively.
For the fair comparison, the dimensionality of node embeddings for all methods is set to 128. Besides, all experiments are
conducted given the following specification: Linux 4.15.0, 16
Intel-Xeon CPUs @2.20GHz, 256G memory, and Tesla P100
GPU with 16G memory.
7 https://github.com/linhongseba/Temporal-Network-Embedding
8 https://github.com/lundu28/DynamicNetworkEmbedding
9 https://github.com/luckiezhou/DynamicTriad
10 https://github.com/urielsinger/tNodeEmbed
11 https://github.com/houchengbin/GloDyNE
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BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DNC-Email

The node embeddings at each timestep are taken out and
stored in the same format for all methods, so that we can
utilize the same evaluation protocol as shown in Figure 3.

𝑍1

GR: Graph Reconstruction

𝐺2
𝐺𝑅1

…

𝑁𝑅1

…

NR: Node Recommendation

𝑁𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑁𝑅0 , 𝑁𝑅1 , … )
𝐿𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝐿𝑃0 , 𝐿𝑃1 , … )

GR-MAP@50

𝑓1

LP: Link Prediction

Fig. 3. Evaluation protocol. For a task (e.g., GR), a method (e.g., SG-EDNE),
and a dynamic network of a dataset (e.g., G1 of DNC-Email), one result at
each timestep t (e.g., GRt ) is measured by an index (e.g., M AP @5). For the
dynamic networks G1, G2, G3, G4, and G5 generated from the same dataset,
there are about 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 timesteps respectively. Each point in
Figure 4-6 depicts the averaged result over all timesteps (e.g., GRavg ), and
we report the mean (e.g., of GRavg ) over 10 independent runs.

Three types of downstream tasks are employed to evaluate
the quality of node embeddings. Graph Reconstruction (GR)
tasks [11], [13], [23] use current embeddings to reconstruct
snapshot (by retrieving node neighbors for every node) at current timestep. Node Recommendation (NR) tasks use current
embeddings to recommend node neighbors for those affected
nodes (by verifying their old and new neighbors) at next
timestep. Link Prediction (LP) tasks [9], [15], [23] use current
embeddings to predict new links (i.e., changed edges) at next
timestep. For GR and NR tasks, we adopt cosine similarity
between embeddings for ranking, and employ mean average
precision at k (MAP@k) [16], [32] as the index. For LP tasks,
we train an incremental logistic regression using previous new
edges as positive samples and randomly sampled equal nonedges as negative samples, and employ area under the ROC
curve (AUC) [9], [17] as the index. The testing set includes
positive samples from future new edges at next timestep
and equal negative samples from non-edges at next timestep.
The edge features are given by Weighed-L1 and Weighed-L2
binary operators between node embeddings [35].
V. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Comparative Study
The comparative study intends to compare the effectiveness
and robustness of the DNE methods, which include the six
state-of-the-art DNE methods and proposed method SG-EDNE
(or EDNE for short). In this work, the robustness is w.r.t. DoCs
and is measured by the standard deviation (or stdev) over the
five effectiveness results for the five input dynamic networks
with different DoCs to a DNE method.
First, we observe the quantitative results from Table II that
the proposed method SG-EDNE achieves the best effectiveness
and robustness (see mean±stdev) for most cases (25/30). The
exceptions are GloDyNE in two NR tasks on Wiki-Talk,
BCGD-L in two LP tasks on College-Msg, and BCGD-L in
LP-AUC-L1-feature on Co-Author. Nevertheless, SG-EDNE is
more robust w.r.t. DoCs (see stdev) in these exceptions, and
still achieves the second best effectiveness (see mean). The
same findings can be visually observed in Figure 4-6.

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
100
90
80
70
60
50
40

1

2

3

4

5

DynLINE
College-Msg

1

2

3

4

DynTriad
Co-Author

5

1

2

3

4

tNEmbed
FB-Wall

5

1

2

3

GloDyNE

EDNE
Wiki-Talk

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Fig. 4. Comparative study for GR tasks. The evaluation protocol is illustrated
in Figure 3. Each point depicts the mean over 10 independent runs of the
averaged result over all timesteps, i.e., GRavg . For each dataset, the ranking
of DoCs of five input dynamic networks is G1 > G2 > G3 > G4 > G5.
BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DNC-Email

NR-MAP@5

𝑍0

𝑁𝑅0

…

embedding
matrix

𝐺1
𝐺𝑅0

NR-MAP@50

𝐺0
𝑓0

𝐺𝑅𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝐺𝑅0 , 𝐺𝑅1 , … )

𝐿𝑃1

100
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60
50
40
100
90
80
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60
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40

1

2

3

4

5

DynLINE
College-Msg

1

2

3

4

DynTriad
Co-Author

5

1

2

3

4

tNEmbed
FB-Wall

5

1

2

3

GloDyNE

EDNE
Wiki-Talk

4

5

1

2
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4

5

Fig. 5. Comparative study for NR tasks.
BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DNC-Email

LP-AUC-L1-feature

snapshot

…

∆ℰ 1

𝐿𝑃0

LP-AUC-L2-feature

∆ℰ 0

changed edges

GR-MAP@5

C. Evaluation

100
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DynLINE
College-Msg

1

2

3

4

DynTriad
Co-Author

5

1

2

3

4

tNEmbed
FB-Wall

5

1

2

3

GloDyNE

EDNE
Wiki-Talk

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Fig. 6. Comparative study for LP tasks.

Second, according to Figure 4-6 (effectivness below 40%
are omitted), we observe that DoCs would greatly affect the
effectiveness of some DNE methods such as DynTriad in GR
tasks on College-Msg, tNEmbed in NR tasks on Co-Author,
and BCGD-L in LP tasks on FB-Wall.
Third, it is interesting to observe there is no clear tendency
that DNE methods prefer an input dynamic network with the
smaller DoCs, i.e., the smoother changes, which is however
assumed in several existing DNE works [9]–[16].
Moreover, one more observation is that the performance
of DNE methods might vary a lot for different datasets and
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different types of tasks. The reason is that different datasets
and different types of tasks have different properties. For
different datasets, the global (or average) clustering coefficient
[51] of the last snapshot of DNC-Email is about 0.215, while
that of Co-Author is about 0.665, and that of Wiki-Talk is
about 0.114. For different types of tasks, GR using current
embeddings to reconstruct current snapshot is a relative static
task compared to LP for predicting future edges. Nevertheless,
for the various datasets and tasks, the proposed method with
default parameters can effectively and robustly outperforms
other DNE methods for most cases.

EDNE-rw is a variant that replaces random walks with restart
(rwr) used in EDNE-rwr with random walks (rw). EDNE-rwfix is a variant that fixes one set of node sequences for all base
models compared to EDNE-rw that generates different set of
node sequences to each base model. DNE-rw is a variant that
uses only one base model compared to EDNE-rw that employs
more than one base models. EDNE-rwr-ws is a variant without
the scaling operation compared to EDNE-rwr. The results for
GR tasks are shown in Table III, and each entry is obtained
in the same way as that in Table II. The results for NR and
LP tasks can be found in Appendix.

TABLE II
Q UANTITATIVE RESULTS OF COMPARATIVE STUDY FOR ALL TASKS .

TABLE III
A BLATION STUDY FOR GR TASKS .

DNC-Email

College-Msg

Co-Author

FB-Wall

Wiki-Talk

DNC-Email College-Msg

GR-MAP@5
BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DynLINE
DynTriad
tNEmbed
GloDyNE
SG-EDNE

13.77±0.44
22.57±0.78
2.64±0.11
69.39±5.46
16.15±1.18
38.19±3.78
† 85.65±2.20

26.42±0.79
55.3±3.55
2.79±0.07
79.15±5.44
31.85±4.59
80.11±1.05
† 92.78±0.30

51.68±1.95
85.57±2.24
79.02±0.28
92.03±2.24
72.03±8.83
93.24±0.94
† 97.39±0.34

0.73±0.02
68.84±12.3
5.42±0.10
87.92±3.90
51.3±12.11
92.89±0.24
† 96.40±0.53

0.53±0.01
3.37±1.09
0.22±0.02
OOM
5.36±1.55
83.95±0.34
† 86.30±0.58

GR-MAP@50
BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DynLINE
DynTriad
tNEmbed
GloDyNE
SG-EDNE

17.49±0.67
21.29±0.78
2.42±0.06
64.62±5.51
14.30±1.08
36.15±3.41
† 82.14±2.14

27.05±1.12
43.18±3.20
2.97±0.06
65.05±5.73
25.95±3.17
64.23±1.07
† 82.74±0.26

BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DynLINE
DynTriad
tNEmbed
GloDyNE
SG-EDNE

60.45±4.78
67.99±4.81
14.80±0.74
82.31±3.64
54.02±2.20
73.67±4.08
† 95.02±0.97

49.65±2.94
73.85±3.19
5.05±0.29
78.56±4.52
41.45±4.84
88.72±1.15
† 92.80±0.20

BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DynLINE
DynTriad
tNEmbed
GloDyNE
SG-EDNE

52.20±4.29
57.01±4.50
11.75±0.30
64.63±4.22
43.33±1.94
60.42±3.90
† 83.68±1.60

41.78±2.50
54.42±3.34
5.32±0.17
57.35±4.55
31.02±3.00
66.53±1.47
† 76.50±0.23

BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DynLINE
DynTriad
tNEmbed
GloDyNE
SG-EDNE

53.69±1.04
85.30±1.80
61.21±0.86
73.83±1.46
53.53±2.88
75.45±1.04
† 87.47±0.63

53.59±0.29
† 79.03±3.17
56.78±0.80
70.61±0.76
54.77±1.70
61.84±1.51
74.44±0.39

BCGD-G
BCGD-L
DynLINE
DynTriad
tNEmbed
GloDyNE
SG-EDNE

60.41±4.57
80.97±1.53
62.04±0.85
83.58±1.24
48.34±2.42
83.83±0.69
† 88.34±0.49

68.00±2.81
74.32±2.68
56.95±0.93
† 77.53±1.11
51.79±1.54
68.13±0.45
76.63±0.44

50.51±2.67
70.78±1.90
62.76±0.71
80.63±3.86
57.94±6.91
80.49±1.36
† 88.92±0.72

1.43±0.03
61.31±11.7
5.45±0.06
79.31±4.11
43.91±9.39
87.80±0.23
† 92.32±0.68

0.52±0.00
2.90±0.95
0.25±0.02
OOM
4.66±1.18
78.18±0.30
† 81.02±0.59

1.52±0.10
72.57±9.15
7.99±0.14
88.01±3.72
54.8±13.34
93.58±0.28
† 96.60±0.20

7.02±1.28
24.73±5.90
1.37±0.09
OOM
23.90±5.49
† 89.47±0.87
87.18±0.78

2.35±0.12
58.85±7.85
7.95±0.05
74.83±3.79
44.22±9.54
83.45±0.21
† 86.84±0.28

6.68±1.20
18.67±4.18
1.67±0.11
OOM
18.62±3.62
† 74.62±0.94
70.63±0.49

51.54±1.00
86.05±3.71
51.84±0.10
69.47±0.67
50.83±0.49
78.29±3.17
† 88.01±0.08

82.66±1.40
84.52±0.39
72.05±2.34
OOM
70.49±7.10
75.11±0.71
† 86.28±0.61

52.62±1.45
87.16±2.02
52.07±0.22
74.56±1.64
51.22±0.81
80.94±2.03
† 88.67±0.05

54.59±2.51
83.23±0.77
72.97±2.15
OOM
66.58±7.63
76.78±0.51
† 87.34±0.58

NR-MAP@5
77.85±4.41
93.08±1.45
83.73±0.89
94.37±1.68
78.24±9.87
95.12±0.75
† 98.94±0.09

NR-MAP@50
72.65±4.91
80.53±2.10
64.28±0.25
83.57±2.92
62.85±8.51
83.61±1.40
† 91.35±0.11

LP-AUC-L1-feature
79.65±3.78
† 92.12±1.97

61.99±0.21
88.83±2.08
50.96±0.83
86.29±0.23
90.92±0.70

LP-AUC-L2-feature
85.21±3.85
88.47±1.22
63.08±0.28
90.88±1.66
50.28±0.54
87.61±0.37
† 91.93±0.61

Co-Author

FB-Wall

Wiki-Talk

93.86±1.13
93.12±0.87
95.47±0.44
† 96.40±0.53
94.89±0.75

† 90.47±2.64

90.53±1.84
87.42±1.48
91.44±0.55
† 92.32±0.68
88.89±0.95

† 86.85±3.10

GR-MAP@5

Each entry quantifies mean±stdev of each line (with five effectiveness scores) in
Figure 4, 5, and 6. The top two are in bold, and † highlights the best one.

B. Ablation Study
The ablation study aims to investigate if the key components
in the proposed method (here termed as EDNE-rwr) are useful.

DNE-rw
EDNE-rw-fix
EDNE-rw
EDNE-rwr
EDNE-rwr-ws

54.41±3.64
59.48±2.65
83.35±1.22
† 85.65±2.20
82.29±3.32

90.64±1.52
85.97±0.96
92.57±0.21
† 92.78±0.30
92.17±0.78

94.28±0.89
94.49±0.73
97.06±0.33
† 97.39±0.34
96.96±0.49

43.10±0.87
84.88±0.44
86.30±0.58
85.49±0.93

GR-MAP@50
DNE-rw
EDNE-rw-fix
EDNE-rw
EDNE-rwr
EDNE-rwr-ws

51.04±3.53
55.52±2.64
79.75±1.22
† 82.14±2.14
77.72±3.32

80.68±2.27
71.83±1.55
82.36±0.20
† 82.74±0.26
78.23±0.87

84.91±1.63
83.60±1.38
88.34±0.66
† 88.92±0.72
86.62±1.08

40.53±0.80
79.58±0.46
81.02±0.59
80.32±0.90

First, from the diversity perspective of the training samples
to ensembles, EDNE-rwr > EDNE-rw > EDNE-rw-fix. The
results among them indicate that enhancing the diversity
among base models can improve the performance. Second,
comparing the results of EDNE-rwr to EDNE-rwr-ws, it
demonstrates the usefulness of the scaling operation.
Third, regarding DNE-rw, it is interesting to observe that
applying ensembles to DNE by EDNE-rw-fix strategy would
lead to the worse results, while other carefully designed
ensembles by EDNE-rw strategy and EDNE-rwr strategy often
obtain the better results. One exception is that the proposed
method by EDNE-rwr on Wiki-Talk is outperformed by DNErw without ensembles, though EDNE-rwr is more robust. This
encourages us to further exploit a better design of ensembles
for DNE methods as a future work.
C. Parameter Sensitivity
The parameter sensitivity analysis tries to investigate two
important hyper-parameters M and Rmax . We vary M from
1 to 10 with step 1 and Rmax from 0.1 to 0.9 with step 0.2.
There are totally 10 × 5 points, and each point is given by the
same evaluation protocol as illustrated in Figure 3. The results
for GR tasks are shown in Figure 7, while the results for NR
and LP tasks can be found in Appendix.
First, for the number of base models (or base learners) M ,
increasing M would not always improve the performance,
though M > 1 often achieves better performance. It seems
that different datasets have quite different preferences in M .
Second, for the maximum restart probability Rmax , a smaller
Rmax is often preferred in most cases. Recall Eq. (6) for
assigning different restart probabilities to RWR based on
Rmax , which implies that the proposed method employs a
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Fig. 7. Parameter sensitivity for GR tasks. M is for the number of base
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Count

smaller restart probability than Rmax in each base model. This
motivates us to study the property of RWR with different
restart probabilities R, which is shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Statistics of RWR with different restart probabilities R starting from
the same node on the last snapshot of DNC-Email.

For Figure 8, we randomly pick a node and conduct RWR
with different R starting from the same node on the last snapshot of DNC-Email. We observe that different Rs can explore
different levels of local-global neighbors (i.e., different levels
of local-global topology) of the starting node. In particular,
a smaller R explores a richer set of neighbors (more evenly
visit various nodes), while as R becomes larger, the diversity
of the the neighboring information being explored is reduced
(more likely revisit few nodes). This might be the reason why
the proposed method prefers a smaller Rmax .
D. Scalability
This section presents the scalability test for SG-EDNE to
verify its theoretical complexity given in Section III-C. Since
SG-EDNE consists of two stages namely the offline stage (at
initial timestep or when retraining is needed) and the online
stage (during incremental learning), two sets of datasets are
generated via the BA model (see Section IV-A) with mBA = 4
new edges per new node. For the offline stage, the number of
nodes |VBA | in each network ranges from 26 to 220 with step
1 in the exponent. For the online stage, the number of newly
emerging nodes |∆VBA | per snapshot ranges from 22 to 216
(lasting for 20 snapshots so the last snapshot of a dynamic
network has about |∆VBA | × 20 nodes).
It might be easy to observe from Figure 9 that the results of
scalability test are consistent with the theoretical complexity.
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Fig. 9. Scalability test for the proposed method. All axes are in log2 scale.

The running time for offline stage and online stage is linearly
proportional to |V| and (|V t | + |∆V t |) respectively.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we suggested the robustness issue of DNE
methods w.r.t. Degree of Changes (DoCs), and proposed an
effective and more robust DNE method namely SG-EDNE
basaed on the diversity enhanced ensembles of the incremental
Skip-Gram model. The comparative study revealed that the
existing DNE methods are not robust enough to DoCs, and
also demonstrated the superior effectiveness and robustness of
SG-EDNE compared to the existing DNE methods. The further
empirical studies for SG-EDNE verified the benefits of special
designs in SG-EDNE and its scalability. The source code is
available at https://github.com/houchengbin/SG-EDNE
We acknowledge that our first attempt to the robustness
issue of DNE w.r.t. DoCs remains limitations. One can also
preprocess a dynamic network with nonuniform number of
streaming edges per timestep, and then study the robustness
of DNE under this scenario. It might be another interesting
but probably a more challenging scenario for the future work.
Moreover, it is also interesting to develop a better design of
DNE ensembles, e.g., adopting other embedding model(s) as
base learners, or exploiting a better strategy to enhance the
diversity among base learners.
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A PPENDIX A
R ESULTS OF A BLATION S TUDY (CONT’D)
In addition to Table III (for GR tasks), we provide the results
of ablation study for NR and LP tasks as shown in Table IV.
The findings for NR and LP tasks are similar to that for GR
tasks as discussed in Section V-B. There are two exceptions.
First, EDNE-rwr-ws outperforms EDNE-rwr on College-Msg
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A BLATION STUDY FOR NR AND LP TASKS .

Fig. 11. Parameter sensitivity for LP tasks. M is for the number of base
models and Rmax is for the maximum restart probability.
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